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Abstract 
Let G be a k-connected (k ~> 2) graph on n vertices. Let S be an independent set of G. S is 
called essential if there exists two distinct vertices in S which have a common neighbor in G. In 
this paper we shall prove that ifmax{d(u): u ~ S} >~ n/2 holds for any essential independent set 
S with k + 1 vertices of G, then either G is hamiltonian or G is one of three classes of exceptional 
graphs. This is motivated by a result of Chen et al. (1994) and generalizes the results of Bondy 
(1980) and Fan (1984). 
1. Introduction 
We consider only simple graphs G = (V, E). If H and L are subsets of V(G) or 
subgraphs of G, we denote by Nn(L)  the set of vertices in H which are adjacent o 
some vertex in L. In part icular,  when n = G and L = {u}, we set No({u}) = N(u) and 
d(u) = t N(u)I. We denote the distance between two vertices u and v in G by dG(u, v). An 
independent set S of G is called essential, if there exist two distinct vertices u and v in 
S such that d~(u, v)=2. For  basic graph-theoret ic terminology, we refer the reader 
to [2]. 
Degree conditions have long been fundamental tools in the study of hamiltonian 
properties. The following classical result is due to Ore. 
Theorem A (Ore [6]). Let G be a graph on n >1 3 vertices uch that d(u) + d(v) >~ n for 
any two nonadjacent vertices u, v. Then G is hamiltonian. 
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Theorem A was generalized by Fan who showed that only the pair of vertices with 
distance 2 are essential in Theorem A. 
Theorem B (Fan [5]). Let G be a 2-connected graph on n >>. 3 vertices such that 
max{d(u), d(v)} >/n/2for any two vertices u, v with d6(u, v) =2. Then G is hamiltonian. 
Using a result of Chvfital and Erd6s [4] which says that if a k-connected graph has 
no independent set of k + 1 vertices, then G is hamiltonian, Bondy generalized 
Theorem A for k-connected graphs as follows. 
Theorem C (Bondy [-1]). Let G be a k-connected graph on n vertices such that 
Y~,~sd(u) > (k + 1)(n - 1)/2for any independent set S with k + 1 vertices of G. Then G is 
hamiltonian. 
By trying to give a common generalization f Theorems B and C, Chen et al. proved 
the following theorem. 
Theorem D (Chen et al. [3]). Let G be a k-connected graph on n >>. 3 vertices and 
k >>. 2. Ifmax{d(u): u ~ S} >>. n/2for any essential independent set S with k vertices in G, 
then G is hamiltonian. 
Clearly, Theorem D generalizes Theorem B, but does not generalize Theorem C, 
because under the conditions of Theorem C we can only get max{d(u): u ~ S} >>. n/2 
for any independent set S with k + 1 vertices of G. 
In this paper, we shall prove the following main theorem which generalizes all 
theorems above. 
Main Theorem. Let G be a k-connected (k >I 2) graph on n >~ 3 vertices such that 
max{d(u): u ~ S} ~ n/2 for any essential independent set S with k + 1 vertices of G. Then 
either G is hamiltonian or G ~ G°~wGt2)uGt3). 
Here G (i), i = 1, 2, 3 are the sets of graph which are defined as follows. 
For a positive integer i, let Ki denote the complete graph on i vertices. G tl) denotes 
all spanning subgraphs of KI + (KpuKqwKruT) ,  where p,q,r/> 2, 
p + q + r = n - 1 and T denotes the edge set of a triangle containing exactly one 
vertex of Kp, Kq and K,. G (2) denotes all spanning subgraphs of 
Kp w Kq w K, w T1 w T2, where p, q, r ~> 3, p + q + r = n and T1 and T2 are the edge 
sets of two vertex-disjoint triangles each containing exactly one vertex from Kp, Kq 
and K,. G C3) denotes all spanning subgraphs OfKk -k- (U~=+~ K,,) with k + y k+__~ ni = n. 
The pltas sign above denotes the join operation. 
It is easy to see that if G ~ G ~) u Gt2)w G (3), then G does not satisfy the conditions of 
Theorems A-D. Let H be any graph on (n-1)/2 vertices, then the graph 
H + (n + 1)/2K1 show that the degree bound of the Main Theorem is best possible. 
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2. Notations and proofs 
Let C be a cycle in a k-connected graph G and with a fixed direction of traversing C. 
For any u ~ V(C) we denote by u ÷ its successor and by u- its predecessor n C. For 
any two vertices, a, b on C we denote by C [a, b] the subpath of C from a to b (in the 
chosen direction). For C[a ÷,b] we also write C(a,b], and similarly 
C [a, b) = C [a, b-] .  For some S ~_ V(G), we denote by GI-S] the subgraph induced by 
S. For a subgraph F of G, we use e)(F) to denote the number of components of F. 
In this section, we use a result of Bondy and Chv&tal [2], which says that G is 
hamiltonian if and only if G + uv is hamiltonian for any uv¢E and d(u) + d(v) >>, n, to 
prove our main theorem. 
Assume that G is a nonhamiltonian graph which satisfies the conditions of the Main 
Theorem and has as many edges as possible. Set V, = {u: d(u) >1 n/2}. Then G[Vr] is 
a complete subgraph of G. Take a longest cycle C such that C contains V, and e)(G\C) 
is minimum. For a component H of G\C,  we label Nc(H) = {xl ,  x2 . . . . .  Xe} according 
to the chosen direction of C (subscripts are considered modulo d). Take v~ ~ V(H) such 
that vixi ~ E for 1 ~< i ~< d. Set ui = x + , w~ = xi+ 1 and T~ = V(C[ui,  wl]) for 1 ~< i ~< d. 
Denote by Ai(B~) the set of vertices a~(b~) such that there exists an a~w~-path (u~b~-path) 
in G with vertex set T~ for l~<i~<d. Obviously, y -eA~ if y~N(u3c~T,  and 
y+~Bi  if yEN(wi )c~Ti .  For l~<i~<d, if ulwiCE, let yi~NT,(Ui) such that 
N(ui)c~ V(C(yi,  wi]) = 0 and zi~ NT,(Wi) such that N(wi)c~ V(C[ui,  zi)) = 0. If 
uiw~ ~ E, let y~ = wi and z~ = u~. For an essential independent set S with k + 1 vertices, 
set A(S) = max{d(u): u ~ S}. 
Since C is a longest cycle containing Vr, the following two lemmas are easy to show. 
Lemma 1. (i) l f  ai ~ Ai and aj ~ A 2 (i # j), then N(ai) ~ (V (H) t3 N6\c(aj) ~ {a j}) = 0. In 
particular, {Ul, u2, . . . ,  ud} is an independent set of G. 
(ii) I f  b i~Bi  and b jeB j  ( i# j ) ,  then N(b i )~(V(H) t3N~\c(b j )~{b j})=O.  In 
particular, {wl, w2, ... , Wd} is an independent set of G. 
(iii) Let a ie Ai and aj ~ A j (i <j).  Then, for any x ~ N (ai) c~ V ( C[xi+ 1, xj] ), we have 
a jx-  (iE; and for any x ~ N(al)c~ V (C[xj+ 1, xi]), we have ajx + ~E. Symmetrically, it is 
also true for bi ~ Bi and bj ~ Bj (i # j). 
Lemma 2. Let a ieA i  and b j~Bj  ( i< j )  and a i#b j .  Then for any xeN(a i )c~ 
V (C(xj+ 1, xi)), we have x + bjq~E and x -  bjCE. 
Lemma 3. Assume that u~x ~ E and x ~ Tj for some i # j. I f  there exists some y ~ T~ 
such that x + y ~ E, then for any t --/: i and 1 <~ t <~ d, we have uly-  ~E. 
Proof. If there exists some t # i and 1 ~ t ~< d such that uty + ~ E, then we can get 
a cycle C' = xtwt -  1 . . ,  y+utu( ... xuiu~- ... yx + ... xiviPavtx, when u,6 V(C[ui+ 1, x)), 
or C' . . . . . . . .  = x,wt-1 . x+yy - u ixx-  ... y+utut + xlviPlvtxt when ut E V(C(x+,xi]) ,  
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where v~Pavt is a path connecting v~ and vt in H. But in both cases, we have 
V, ~_ V(C) ~_ V(C') and [C'[ > IC], a contradiction. [] 
Since G is k-connected, we have d >i k ~> 2. Since 1/', is a complete subgraph of G, 
there exists one and only one 1 ~< i ~< d such that u~ e Vr and d = k by the assumption 
and Lemma 1. Without loss of generality, let Ud e Vr. Symmetrically, there exists one 
and only one 1 ~< i ~< d, say i, such that wi e 11",. Since (V(G\C)w {ul, U2,  . . .  , Ud-  1}) ('~ 
V, = O by the hypothesis of the Main Theorem and the assumption, we have 
N(ud)nV(G\C) =0 and G[H] is a complete subgraph of G. Symmetrically, 
U(w3 n V(~ \C) = O. 
We prove our Main Theorem by the following five claims. 
Claim 1. i --- d. 
In fact, if i¢  d, then UdWi ~ E. When wi-e 1/',, then N(wT)nTn 4: O. Notice that 
WTWdCE by Lemma 2, we may choose some x e Ta such that xwF ~ E but x+wTCE. 
Then d(x +) < n/2. By Lemma 3, S = {ul, . . . ,  Ud- 1, X+, Vl} is an essential independent 
set of G and A (S) < n/2, a contradiction. Thus w/-¢ Vr. Symmetrically, we can get 
u~-¢ 11", and Ud(Uf) ÷ CE by Lemma 1 and the hypothesis of the Main Theorem. Then 
N(Ud)n(Td\{U~}} = 0, since otherwise we may choose y eN(Ud)C~(Td\{U~}) such 
that N(Ud)nV(C(uf,y))=O, then d(y - )<n/2  and {vl ,y- ,u l , . . . ,Ud-~} is an 
essential independent set with A(S)< n/2, a contradiction. By d(ud)>~ n/2 and 
N(Ud)n V(G\C)= 0, there must exist some vertex x e V(C)\Td such that XUdeE 
and X+Ude E. By Lemma 1, {x,x +} e Tj\{ui} for some j :/: d. Thus by Lemma 
3, S={Vl ,U l , . . . ,Ud- I ,U f}  is an essential independent set and A(S)<n/2, a 
contradiction. 
Claim 2. G[V(C[ui,Yi))] is a complete subgraph of G for any 1 <. i <. d. 
Otherwise, if N(ui)n V(C(ul, yi]) 4: V(C(ui, yi]), then, since uiy i E E, we can get 
some ai~ Ai such that aiuiCE. By Lemma 1, {ai, ui} c~(V (H)~ N(uj)) = 0 for any j ¢ i 
and aiCV,. Thus, S = {vl, ai, ul . . . . .  Ud-i} is an essential independent set of G and 
A(S) < n/2, a contradiction. But if N(ui)c~ V(C(ui, y~]) = V (C(u~, y~]), then there exist 
some a ¢ a' ~ Ai such that da(a, a') =2. Since G[Vr] is complete, we may assume that 
aCV,. When i=  d, then S = {vl, a, ul . . . .  , Ud-1} is an essential independent set by 
Lemma 1 and A(S)< n/2, a contradiction. When i~d,  also by Lemma 1, 
S = {vl, a, a'} u({ul . . . . .  Ud-1}\{Ui}) is an essential independent set and A(S) < n/2, 
a contradiction. 
Symmetrically, we may prove that G[V(C(zi, wi])] is a complete subgraph of 
G (1 ~< i ~< d). Thus ifutwz ~ E for some 1 ~< t ~< d, then G[Ti] is a complete subgraph 
of G. In particular, G [Td] is a complete subgraph of G. By the hypothesis of the Main 
Theorem and Lemma 1, Td ~-- V,. 
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Claim 3. co(G\ C) = 1. 
Otherwise, let H '  be a component of G\C and H '  ¢H.  If Nc(H')c~ 
{Ul, u2, . . . ,  Ud-1} = 0, then S = {v', vl, ul . . . . .  Ue-1} is an essential independent set 
for any v' ~ V (H') and A (S) < n/2, a contradiction. If Nc(H') c~ {ul, u2 . . . .  , ud- 1} ¢ O, 
then, without loss of generality, let ulv' ~ E, where v' ~ V(H'). Since G is k-connected 
and k = d, for any j  4 = t we may choose two distinct neighbors ofx j  and xt in H, when 
I HI >~ 2. Thus in this subcase, we have S = {v', v2, u [ ,  /'/2, /'/3, " ' "  , Ud-  1} is an essential 
independent set by the maximality of C and A(S)< n/2, a contradiction. When 
I HI = 1, then by the choice of C, we also have S = {v', v2, u~-, u2, u3 . . . .  , Ud- 1} is an 
essential independent set and A(S) < n/2, a contradiction. 
Claim 4. I Tdl ~ 2 and if l Tall =2, then G ~ G C3). 
If [Tdl = 1, which means Ud = Wd, then by Ud ~ Vr and N(Ud)(3 V(G\C)  --  0, there 
exists some x ~ V(CExl, Xd)) such that uax, UdX + E E. Thus we can easily get a cycle 
which contains all vertices of V, and is longer than C, a contradiction. 
If I Tdl =-2, since (N(ua)wN(wd))m V(G\C) = 0, we have (N~(ud)wNc(Ud))C~ 
N(wd)c~(V(C)\Td) = 0 by Lemma 2. Thus, by the hypothesis of the Main Theorem 
and the maximality of C, we can get I Tzl = 1 for any 1 ~< i ~< d - 1 and k = (n - 2)/2. 
Hence G ~ G (3). 
Claim 5. I f  d >1 3, then G ~ G (3). 
If ITdl =2, then Claim 5 holds by Claim 4. Hence, we only need to consider 
ITal ~> 3. 
By Claims 2 and 3, for any a 4:a'e V(C[u~,yj)), aa'eE,  where 1 ~<j ~< d and 
~o(G\C)  = 1. 
If there exists some x ~ Td\{Ud, Wd} such that N(x)n Ti 4:0 for some 1 ~< i < d, let 
xy ~ E and y E Ti. Since G[Td] is a complete subgraph of G, we have x ~ AdnBd and 
y¢{ui,wi}. Thus, by Lemmas 1 and 2, S= {vl,y+,ul . . . .  ,Ud-1} is an essential 
independent set with A (S) < n/2, a contradiction. 
Hence, for any vertex x e Td\{Ud, Wd}, Nc(X)n(V(C)\(Nc(H)wTd))= 0. We now 
distinguish the following two cases. 
Case 1. There exist some 1 ~< i < j ~< d and i ¢- d - 1 such that u~wi ~ E. 
Case 1.1. j =/= d. 
By Lemmas l(iii) and Lemma 2, x~+l¢iNc(Td). Since G is k-connected, 
Nc( {ud, Wd})\(Nc(H)w Td) 4: O. Without loss of generality, let x ~ N(Ud)m Tt and t < d, 
then d(x +) < n/2 by Lemma 2 and G[V,] is complete. 
If N(Xd)~(Td\{Ud} ) ¢ O, then let an ~ N(Xd)~(Td\{Ud}). Since G[V,] is a complete 
subgraph of G, x ¢ wi and x+upCE for all 1 ~< p ~< t by Lemma 1. When there exists 
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some t<p<d such that uvx+eE, we can get a C'=xpwp_l . . .x+uvu~.. .  
XdadPlUdXX- ... xlviP2vvx p, where adPlUd is a path with vertex set Td and VlP2V v is a 
path connecting Vl and vv in H. Clearly, C' ~ C and V(C) ~ V(C'), a contradiction. 
When UpX+~E for any t <p < d, then by Lemma 1, S = {Vl,X+,Ul,U2, ... ,Ud-~) 
is an essential independent set and A (S) < n/2, a contradiction. 
If N(Xd)n(Td\(Ud})=0, then N(wa)c~(V(C)\(Nc(n)uTa))4=0, for G is k-con- 
nected. For the same reason as above, N(Xl)n(Td\(wa})=O. Thus, N(Td\ 
(Ua, Wd)) =--{Ua, Wd) W((X2,X3, ... ,Xa-1}\(X~+I)), contrary to the fact that G is 
k-connected. 
Case 1.2. j = d. Since i4d -1 ,  by Lemma 1 {X~+I,Xd)~N(Td\{Ud})= 0. Since 
G is k-connected, we have N(wd)~(V(C)\(Nc(H)u Td)) v~ O. Thus, as in Case 1.1, we 
can obtain a contradiction. 
Case 2. w~ujCE for any 1 ~< i < j  ~< d and i 4 d -1 .  
If there exists some 1 ~< i ~< d - 1 such that uiw~¢E, then by Case 1, S = {wl, . . . ,  w~, 
u~ . . . . .  Ud- 1, V~} is an essential independent set and A (S) < n/2, a contradiction. 
Hence, u~w~ e E for any 1 ~< i ~< d -1 .  By Claim 2, G[TJ is a complete subgraph of 
G forany l~<i~<d-1 .  
Case 2.1. There exist some 1 ~< i < j  ~< d such that u~wj e E. Let io = min{i: u~wj ~ E 
for some 1 ~< i < j ~< d). 
If i on1  or io=l  but j4d ,  then ITtl~<2 for any io~<t~<j -1  by the proof 
of Case 1. By Lemmas 1 and 2, XioWioCE, xjWioCE and N(Wio)C~(Tt\(u~))= 0 
for any 1 ~< t ~< d. By the choice of io and Case 1, utWioCE for any t 4 i0. Thus 
d(W~o) ~< k -1 ,  a contradiction. 
I f i o= l  and j=d,  then lT~l=2forany2~<t~<d- l .  As inCase  1, wecanget  
wdu~¢E for 2 ~< t ~< d -1 .  Since G[_T1] and G[Td] are complete subgraphs of G, 
by Lemma 1 and the preceding subcases, we can get N(T1uTdw(xl})  
Nc(H)wV(H), when Wd-lUdCE. Thus Nc(H)\(xl) is a cut vertex set of G by 
d = k/> 3, contrary to the fact that G is k-connected. When Wd-~Ud e E, then 
{xl, Xd)~N(wl) = 0. Thus d(Wl) ~< k -1 ,  a contradiction. 
Case 2.2. u~wjCE for any 1 ~< i < j  ~< d. If Wd-lUa~E, then by Case 1, G e G ta). If 
wa- ~ Ud ~ E, then I T, I = 2 for any 1 ~< t ~< d - 2. For the same reason as in Case 2.1, we 
can get N(Ta-I w Ta~{xa)) =- Nc(H)w V(H). Thus, Nc(H)\{Xd} is a cut vertex set of 
G, a contradiction. 
Now, by Claims 4 and 5, we need only to show that ifd = k =2, then G e G tl) u G t2). 
Since V, is a complete subgraph of G, (u~,wl}nV, = 0 by Lemma 1. If ulwlCE, 
then S = (vl, u~, w~} is an essential independent set and A(S) < n/2, a contradiction. If 
/)IW1 ff E, then by Claim 2, G[_T~] is a complete subgraph of G. Thus G ~ G<I)wG ~). 
Therefore, the proof is complete. 
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